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This volume contains some interesting chapters, including an introduction that presents useful critiques of the functionalist,

symbolic and structural approaches. The introduction raises some important issues, particularly the political uses of historical

archaeology, while acknowledging this issue is seldom addressed in the volume. For the unknowledgeable reader who assumes

that the introduction provides an overview of an apparently comprehensive volume, this fltSt chapter is very partial and at times

misleading. For instance, the introductory overview of theoretical approaches in the volume appears complete and objective, but
does not include the Marxian theoretical approaches that are either explicit or implicit in 9 of the 14 chapters (Brenner, Orser,

Paynter, McGuire, Leone and Potter, Leone, Little Palkovicb, Anderson and Moore). The dominant ideology thesis used in many

of these chapters, and the critique of this approach, are not discussed, except by McGuire. The introduction doesn't state that most
of the cb apters focus on relationships between power, class structure and ideology, whicb are often related to underlying eco

nomic relationships. Given the editor's expressed concern for political implications ofbistorical archaeology, why doesn't the

introduction to the volume present its Marxian orientation overtly? The careful reader will find hints of the editors' standpoint,

such as the specification of "non-Marxist" definitions of ideology.

It woUld have been useful if the editors bad demonstrated some awareness of the political implications of their Eurocentric
viewpoint and language in the introduction, instead of using language and structure that give the appearance of objective author
jty. , Tbe Euro-American male editors sbould have clearly stated their viewpoint in the beginning, rather tban having it
unreflexsively leak out by calling natives "the other" and referring to "our culture" (meaning Euro-American, p. 9). From the
native viewpoint Ewupeans were "tbe other." Since the introduction stresses the importance of constructing the past from a

native viewpoint, it would bave bee n useful to demonstrate some awareness of their own European viewpoint and contrast it with

the viewpoints of others. Further, after emphasizing the importance of understanding the native viewpoint, bow could the editors

judge South's use of the Eurocentric World Systems approach appropriate for analyzing early Spanish settlements that incorpo'
rated Indians?

-

The introduction stres!\Cs the importance 01" constructing the emic native viewpoint through detailed documentary symbolic
analysis, tn (:ontmst tn' etk functional analysis and the indetenninlltc nature of structural analysis. Yet in this volume only Crosby
reconstructs a really Clllic native v iewpoi n t of the past. In co ntra s t to the editor's claims, Brenner uses Western categories to

etically reconstruct the (unctions o� European artifacts in developing and expressing status in native cultures. Neither Brenner nor
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Orser reconstruct non-wbite cultures from an emic viewpoint. although both do use abstracted emic statements for perspectives to
validate parts of their etic constructions. Wbile Brenner's and Orser's interpretations of the social and economic functions and
meanings of material culture are both tbougbt·provoking, neither claims to be taking the emic viewpoint claimed for tbem by tbe
editors. While some oftbe volume's cbapters analyze ethnic material patterns as resistance to dominant ideology, they do not
construct any alternative non-dominate view of ideology (cf. McGuire, Palkovicb). Singleton alone examines the dominant
European group's adoption of some material culture and foodways from non·dominant cultures of African slaves.
Most chapters in this volume are concerned with dominant ideology and its degree of adoption, or occasionally resistance to it �y
non-dominant classes and ethnic groups. While tbe introduction recognizes the existence of different natives Indian viewpoints
and ideologies, and differential penetration of dominate ideology across classes (Leone) and ethnic groups (McGuire). there is no
awqreness that ideology is often fundamentally gendered. Most chapters convey a completely ungendered construction of the
past. The significance of gender relations and ideology are not considered. althougb gender is fundamental to social relBtionsbips
and cultural beliefs analyzed by most chapters. As a result most of the chapters in this volume present as holistic a very partial
male-focussed perception of historic American culture. In most chapters only classes and cultural ideology of men are analyzed.
This is most overtly expressed by Leone, who states his analysis and conclusion.lI pertain to all social groups. dismissing as
insignificant the admitted exclusion of slaves, poor whites and blacks. and women.
Very few chapters in this volume address gender roles (Crosby and M<--Guire) and none reconstruct historic gender systems or
analyze their importance to the extent that class is analyzed in this volume. Only McGuire considers the material expression of
some gender ideology. South identifies the presence of Indian women in Spanish households from discarded Indian pottery, but
does not analyze gender roles and relationships as Deagan did. Two authors in this volume consider an unusual widow Cl'
unmanied woman at one site, but do not analyze the gender system (Little, Anderson and Moore). Crosby presents Indian
women's and men' s subsistence roles, but does not consider these roles as sources of power as dpes Handyman (cf. 1992). Nor
does Crosby discuss Indian women's power as spiritual leaders whose manit was often super to men's (cf. Volmar 1992), although
this certainly significantly alters her portrayal of leaders in the normatively male terms of shamans. powwows, and chiefs.
McGuire gives the most consideration to changes in gender and familial relationships and ideology. as expressed in gravestone
insaiptions 1830·1970. However. most cbapters in this volume miss essential insigbts for understanding historic cultures
because tbey overlook the significance of gender roles and ideals.
Most chapters in tbis volume would gain fundamental cultural insigbts by gendering their analyses of cultural ideology. It would
be better to overtly state the assumption in many chapters that both ideology and power are controlled by public men. while
women remain at home. dependent on meo. Perhaps Deetz, Leone, Little, and Palkovich are not aware that they equate the
Georgian with values that were emically identified with meo's capitalism, including individualism and man's control of nature. In
contrast, the egalitarian ideology Anderson and Moorc found expressed in the Georgian Federal. Roman and Greek Revivals. was
defined by values that were emically Iabeled feminine, including voluntary obedience. cooperation. and !lupprcssion of expres
sions of individuality, personal success, or self-reliance. Further it is historically documented that women and the domestic
sphere as men became identified with the sinful practices of capitalism in the pubJic sphere. Whiteness in houses and ceramics
can be further connected with the century movement for home religion (Rotbman 1978:68; Spencer·Wood 1993). Neither Deetz

nor Leone discusses the fact tbat teaware usually was not plain white, but often was decorated with Chinese or ftoral designs as
tableware became less decorated (Wall 1989). The shift from predominately Chinese export porcelain to mostly flo:al designs
around the turn of the century corresponds to a shift in the European ideal gendering of the tea ceremony froIi1 an initially male
ritual in the 16th century to a female ritual by tbe late 18th century. Chinese export porcelain represented the fruits of mercantile
capitalism. as well as the origin of the tea ceremony. The shift to consuming mostly floral pattern teaware in the early 19th
century expresses the bome religion ideology tbat glorified nature, women, and their domestic sphere as closer to God th� men's
development of sinful capitalism in the public spbere (Spencer·Wood 1 993). The authors in thi s volume misSed insigbts &ffored
by recognizing that cultural ideology. mirroring society. is fundamentally gendered. The struggle between mpIe capitalistic
individualism and female egalitarian values also illuminates the shift MCGuire analyzes from egalitarian gravestones in 18th
century community graveyards to overt express of social hierarchy in 1 9th century capitalistic graveyards, followed by the 20th
century resurgence of egalitarian gravestones 8.11 women's moral values were increasingly brought into the public sphere, culmi
nating I female suffrage in 1920. This volume is concerned only with dominate white male ideology and completely overl�s
.
the ongoing struggle.

negotiation, and cultural mediation betwccn feminine verxus masculine
power struggles between classes and ethnic gmups.

th-f

vllluc..... which;ich is as fundamenlal tn cultural ideology a.�

A large section of the introduction proposes the use of middle range theory in more detail than previously (Leone and Crosby

1987), although it is not used in the volume's chapters (perhaps) implicitly in Palkovich). Portrayed as something n�w. middle
range theory is actually Binford's Original hypothesis testing methodology using ethnographic analogy, stated in llOD-positivist
language that can be understood and accepted by anti-processual archaeolog ists. The formulation of expectations (bypotbeses)
from documentary data. comparing these expectations to archaeological data (testing), fmding ambiguities tbat don't fit e�p;cta�
lions (data that don't fit bypotheses), and then re-examining the documents to create explanations Chat include the ambiguities
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(revised bypotbeses) is the normative methodology of good processual historical arcbaeologists, found in many publ ications (cf.
Spencer-Wood 1987a). Potter himself notes that he used middle-range theory without that language. The back and forth between
documents and arcbaeological data has been nonnative. despite the previous neglect of documents by South (cf. 1977) and others
'
who empbasize the methods of prehistoric archaeology. In their loose borrowing of middle range theory Leone and Potter

,obfuscate the significant difference between their uncritical use of documents to construct ideological and social interpretations of
-artifacts, uncritical use of documents to construct ideological and social interpretations of artifacts. and Binford's use of ethno
graphic analogy for behavioral inferences, including site formation processes.
Although Leone and Potter fault positivist bistorical archaeologists for seeki ng universal functional explanations, they advocate
the use of Binford's middle-range theory to develop monolilhic cultural explanations, such as lhe worldview of "the other. " or the
Marxian function of worldview in masking capitalist hierarchy. Ambiguities or deviations from norms that cannot be explained
as part of large-scale historically documented patterns are still considered non-dala and dismissed as "idiosyncratic" or "particu
laristic. rt Contrary to Leone and Potter's claim to treat documentary and archaeological data as independent sources of infonna
tion. They still dismiss archaeological data that cannot be explained with the uncritical use of documents. Thus archaeological
data can add no new information that isn't already in documents. Further, the bias against the particularistie and idiosyncratic
make it difficult to impossible to analyze material expressions of cultural diversity. A singular coherent etie explanation with
essentialist constructions of class is sought rather _than the multiple. conflicting. often undocumented emic voices and views .
sought rather than the multiple, conflicting. often undocumented emic voices and views within each culture. In contrast to LJone
and Potter's dismissal of idiosyncratic variation. Singleton made a very significant connection between the increasing idiosyn
cmtic variation in African American settlements and the freedom brought by emancipation. S�glelOn corrects Leone and Potter's
oppositional thinking that led them to exclude the possibility that idiosyncratic variation can be meaningful. In fact, non-linear
systems theory has demonstrated that small-scale individual variation may be extremely signiflcant, particularly in explaining
processes of change (Spencer-Wood 1989, 1990).
In this volume archaeological data often simply materially embody interpretations of written records, which are occasionally
innovative. The source of these interpretations of documentary and archaeological data, as usual, is the theoretical approach that
leads to the kinds of questions asked. wbich determine the relevant kinds of data selected for analysis in order to reach conclu
sions addressing those questions. The unexpected. even for Leone and Potter is only sougbt within the aspects of material culture
that have been selected for analysis. The real question is why Leone as a critical archaeologist uncritically accepted 20th century
garden researchers; two dimensional framework when the rules of perspective were clearly stated in garden manuals (cf. Leone p.
251)'1 Wby were these documentary data not considered significant until perspective was noticed in actual physical gardens? In
most chapters the arcbaeological data are explained by a neat etic categorization framework and ambiguities aren't presented, or
aren't explained by further documentary analysis. The closest to using middle range theory is Palkovicb, who speculates a
Gennan immigrant's resistance to the dominate Georgian ideology based on a creative interpretation of documents. Only
Palkovich. S ingleton, fnd Thomas explh:idy use archaeological data independently to compare and contrast actual historic)
material culture with material culture specifled in idealistic documents. Anderson and Moore by accident also found some
arcbaeological data lhilt corrected errors in documents. '

This volume demonstrates that attempts to reconstruct historic ideologies, including worldview. are convincing only to the extent
. that they are supported by bistoric documents. Leone and Potter correctly critiqued r>eetz for failing to demonstrate that his
structural analysis represents an emic worldview. Lacking historic documentation of his construction of worldviews, Deetz
cannot sbow that his categories and interpretations are not just modern structures of meaning imposed on the material data. In
fact, other gendered meanings of white are supported in historic emic documents. as mentioned above. The more directly and
COOlpletely an emic document expresses an archaeologist's construction of worldview, the more convincing that construction is.
Thus Anderson and Moore's interpretation of classical revival styles as symbolizing egalitarian values in the early American
repubHc is more convincing than Leone's .Iess wen documented argument tbat the Georgian naturalized oven status display. But
in all cases historic documentation is essential to the credibiHty of any construction of worldview. which is then used to explain
archaeological data. Thus. as in middle range theory. archaeological data contribute no information that is not available or
interpretable from documents.

Part I. In the section Introduction to chapters on Spanish settlements by South and Thomas, the functionalist shortcomings
of tbese authors are 'considered mitigated by the provision of historical and theoretical context. The editors consider this context
unusual. which it may be for South. but not for most processual bistorical archaeologists. South and Thomas both demonstrate
that functionalism is not just concerned with universals as claimed in the volume introduction. but also with the particular cultural
functions of artifacts in symbolizing socio-political position and ideological affiliation, very similar to the concerns of most
authors in this volume.

South is concerned with validating a universalizing world systems energy efficiency model and does not provide the understand
ing of Spanish culture developed by Thomas. Thomas, wbile making more use of emic documents in constructing Span;isb
culture, does not critique their i�sm. but empbasizes the ex�ent to which archaeological data conform to Spanish ideals. The
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importance of variations from these ideals is dismissed or explained with topographic constraints. Thoma-CI ju...t notes in pa..ClSing
that Spain did not conOOI daily actions in the Florida settlements, and that the Spanish suppressed an Indian rebellion. BUl be
fails to deal with problems in Spanish law. Thomas focused on the Spanisb ideals of Indians inlo tax-paying citizens, overlooking
the exploitation involved in requiring tribute from them. Neitber Thomas nor South conveys an understanding of Indian cultUres
for Cbeir viewpoints.
The Introduction to Part 11 textually gives equal space to European and Native views but emphasizes the European view by
starting and ending witb it, totally swrouding the Native viewpoint unconsciously creating a textual metaphor of the European
enclosure of Native communities in the U.S. The volume editors over-represent the extent to which Brenner's perspective is emic.
She creates an etic Weslern interpretation of the function of European artifacts in shaping and expressing Indian social hierarchy.
Brenner uses a prehistoric-type analysis of persistent associations among grave goods, and etic status and information flow
models developed by prehistoric archaeologists. An etic archaeological construction of the past is supported by documented
Indian bebaviors. Brenner's etic approacb is clear from the Western calegori7.ation of artifacts aCl either ulilitarian or decorative.
This leads to certainly non-emic classification of a bag containing infant bones as utilitarian (used for what?) instead of ideologi
cal. Similarly effigy pestles with animal beads are classified as utilitarian when they were none of women's greatest sources of
power (manU), as recently demonstrated by Vobnar's (1992) analysis of AJgonquian historic legends and myths. Brenner does
accomplish an interesting synthesis of oIdfasbioned hypothesis-testing positivism and symbolic slructutalism. Brenner demon
strates that functional interpretations need not be opposed to symbolic meanings, as they are in the volume In1roduction.

While Brenner analyzes the social functions of European material culture in Indian culture, focuses more on symbolic functions
and showing bow ideological and sociaJ functions of material culture were interrelated. In contrast to Brenner's analysis of Indian
use of European goods for establishing social status, Crosby demonstrates that the Indian meaning of these goods was coonected
with spiritual power very different from the European meaning of status. Crosby presents a true emic understanding of Indian
culture and worldview, which puts Indians' interest in status into a larger ideological context that isn't presented by Brenner.
Crosby also gives an overview of Indian culture, including sexual division of labor, which is missing from Brenner. However,
Crosby does not consider women's importance and power in Indian social stratification and ideology. The Indian power structure
is impliCitly male gendered
terms such as shaman, powwow, and chief. Volmar ( 1922:4) has recently pointed out that some
ncolonists and later scholars suggest that both men and women were spiritual leaders in Algonquian society. Other reports
suggest that tbe most effective mediators with the spiritual reabn were women." Crosby relies on otherwise excellent critical
analysis of historical documents and linguistics much more than on excavated remains to construct an emic view of the use of
European goods to promote individual spiritual power and status, bringing deeper historical conlext to Brenner's etie functional

with

analysis.

Part rn, the archaeology of Georgian Worldview claims that variation is the theme of this section, but the overriding argwllent is
rather for a monolithic dominant ideology tbt not everyone could afford to fully express in the case of Leone, and that some
people rejected, in the case of Palkovicb. Georgian is still the ooly worl�view analyzed, whether accepted or rejected. There is
no analysis of alternative worldviews based on differences in material culture among

classes or between urban and rural areas.

In the volume introduction Leone and Potter justifiably critique Deetz's structural analysis as abistorical. universaIizing, and not

demonstrably emic. In fact, Deetz and Glassie are unconsciously representing mostly modem sexist and racist structural opposi

tions as a progressing development in worldview. House, ceramic and gravestone styles are described as �volving from chaotic.
emotional, natural, colors, which are stereotypic adjectives for women and non-whites, to stereotypic adjectives for wbite men,
including orderly. cutlural, intellectual, white. It appears that Deetz is unconsciously reifying gender and racial stereotypes as
universal bi1ateral structures of thought, mystified as worldview and embodied with material culture. This does oot increase our
understanding of the past More convincing are the bistorically contextualized explanations of Anderson and MCXl"e, Leone, or of
Deetz himself in 19n (p. 38) when be explained Georgian as the result of re-Anglicization of the colonies. This made sense in
Itbe context of the development of crown colonies and the Navigation Acts. Unfortunately Deetz inaccurately cijsmisses macr0economic factors involving changes in the relations of production, and improvements in production and distribdtion technologies,
a'l particularistic explanations for the adoption of white marble (pp. 223-234), when tbey are in fact significant large scale factors
facilitating the use of thill stOIlC thnrughout the United State.... Similarly Dcct7. inaccurately dismisse,s the importance of mas...
production which WIll actually essential to produce individual white ceramic plaf..'C settings at 8 rcalKlnahle cost, so they would be
bought and discarded onm s ites. Mass production was at least necessary f(lr tbe material realization of the Georgian worldview,
and may have contributed to the development of this ideology (Miller 1991). DeeIZ idealistically focuses on ideology as the
single cause of culture change, when many factors were involved. It is impossible to claim ideology causes all other cbaDge.
What causes ideology to change?

Leone makes the Marxian etic argument that the function of the dominant 18th century Georgian Worldvicw was to mask
mercantile capitalist relations of inequality as natural. However, the naturalization of bierarcby should promote over material
expression of wealth differences, as found by Anderson and More in the second balf of the 19th century. In contrast, Leone foUnd
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evidence of the rapid spread of Georgian status items, including scientific instruments and matched sets of tableware, through
virtually all sociai groups. This material equality is more congruent with Anderson and Moore's argument that the Georgian
masked social stratification in an egalitarian ideology. Material culture expressed Enlightenment beliefs in the equality of men
and a natural law pemitting the perfectibility of society. Thus, the gardens of Annapolis elite, by replicating natural law, covertly
symbolized leadersbip in promoting the natural equal rights of men in the Declaration of Independence and Bill of Rights.
Anderson and Moore argue convincingly that material expression of individual wealth differences was suppressed and minimi:r.ed
in the egalitarian rules for uniformly symmetrical, white hou�es. Further, it could be argued that matched sets of lablewarc
materially expressed the ideology of equality Ihrough absolutely i1denlifical individual place setting!!.
It is interesting that the volume introduction critiques functionalism and structuralism for constructing the past in ahistorical
universals, while at the same time Leone interprets material culture as expressing an expanded version of Deetz's abistorical
Georgian worldview. Leone does provide much more bistorical context than Deetz . However. after criticizing Deetz, Leone
bimself does not explain the reasons for the origin and dem.� of the Georgian worldview. as interpreted from style in material
culture. Certainly nalUral science continued to develop as the Georgian was replaced by the federal. And in contrast to the
section introduction's claim that Leone addresses variation in worldview between classes, Leone presents a monolithic Georgian
worldview as tbe only and dominant ideology controlling all classes and materially expressed by them to varying degrees.
Although Leone mentions tbe possibility of resistance, no alternative worldviews are considered. Leone admits not including
slaves, the poor, and women in his analysis. Yet be further disfranchises these groups by discussing his researcb as if it repre
sented all of Annapolis. Leone states that the Georgian worldview, simplistically represented in matched sets of lableware"..was
largely absorbed by 1830 and completely absorbed by 1860." (p. 247). Other possible meanings ofmatcbed sets are not consid
ered. As Martin bas noted, it is "almost as if the possession of matching tableware turned the worker into an automaton, as if the
capitalist had woo the struggle for ideological control as soon as be had persuaded bis laborer to adopt good table manners."
(Beaudry et. al. 1 99 1 : 178, quoting Hall 1992: 1 3). He dismisses as exceptions the free properly-holding blacks who did not bave
matched sets. Leone does not qualify bis discussion for conclusions as applying only to white males from the working class to the
wealthy. Yet this will explain why be finds some evidence of the Georgian worldview" bad spread deeply through all wealth
groups [i.e. those that he analyzed] by 1775" (p. 245).
Little is one oC the few authors who to S(lme extent addres.�s the political use of the fragmentation of the discipline of history in
naturaIizing capitalism by alienating labor history from the bistory of tecbnology (means of production). and the history of
products. Little demonstrates more awareness than Leone of the social segments among which culturaI patterns may vary
including not only classes, but al�o between gendef!l, and between urban and rural. Little also acknowledges inaccuracies in
probate records more t
does Leone, but ha.. um:ritically trusted the documentary information about the Greens. Further, Little
ooly interprets the increaSing standardization and segmentation of newspaper as evidence of an increasing Georgian, without
analyzing the earlier worldview represented by non-standardized text. or other factors involved, such as technological develop
ments and learning curve. While concluding that the meaning of vertical lines was ambiguous. Little does not consider possible
systems of meaning outside of the Georgian worldview, such as the fact that the use of space between columns is more cost
effective Iban vertlcal lines, congruent with her point that borizontal lines involved less waste (i.e were more efficient) than
space. Also, Little does not discuss the ideological implications of Anne Catberine Green's being appointed state printer on the
death of ber busband. Wby wasn't one of ber sons appointed? This case strongly supports feminist historians who have found the
Colonial women, especially widows, often operated public businesses, correcting previous histories that portrayed as universal
fact the Victorian ideology identifying women as solely domestic and men as public. In contrast, the mixing of domestic and
printing discards suggests a mixing of private and public which Little discussed in a paper OD the Green printsbop and household
presented at the 1991 Society for Historical Archaeology meetings.

bap
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Little transfQl1lsl the simple bilateral structure of Deetz's opposition between individualism and corporate ideologies into a
continuum, and contrasts this with a modem etic model and language developed by Douglas, which sbe uses as a framework for
categorizing historic social groups. Unfortunately, the language of this model needlessly obfuscates what Little is trying to say,
and could say in simpler, more readily understood layman's tenns. Wby is individualism masked as grid? Sucb jargon makes
simplistic overgeneralizations about social groups appear more objective, less readily accessible and therefore apparently more
complex and sophisticated that they are. For instance, the contention that merchants, shop owners, and the government elite bad
f� group reslraints is stated as fact without evidence. although this is certainly debatable. The fact that Jonas Green's son
Frederick"s probate inventory included more Georgian lUXury dining items indicates rather than more specialized etiquette rules
and material culture were required to belong to the high status group (after Leone). It would be far clearer tol talk about these
groups as powerful, and the association of the Georgian worldview and material culture with powerful groups who usually bad
exclusionary rules that wolked by requiring expensive material culture. which could not be afforded by individuals in less wealthy
cI3sses. Little's connection of the most powerful social group with the most Georgian material culture is more convincing than
Leone's t.-onclusion that the most Georgian material culture expressed insecurity on the part of parvenus.
PaIkovicb shows that Georgian architecture was required by law in Virginia. This is a mucb more compelling reaSOD for the rapid
spread of Georgian architecture than the unexplained voluntary adoption of a new worldview conveyed by Deeaz and Leone. It is
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unfortunate that this was not mentioned in the introduction 10 thili section or U1C volume. Further, Palkovich should have pointed
out that the legal requirement of Georgian structures shows that, this style wus imposed by the English colonial elite, which is
congruent with the Georgian as an expression of re-Anglicization as England increased its conlrol over the colonies. Pallcovich
speculates that in rural areas the construction of apparently Georgian structures that were actually asymmetrical was an act of
subtle resistance to the law� Tbis chapter could be considerably strengthened by establishing lbe reason for resistance. Was the
German immigrant at this site a Colonial patriot, or was he maintai!ling an earlier ideology or method of construction that resul�cd
in asymmetry? Or was the law simply less enforced in rural areas by officials who were less closely tied to England'? Was
accurate symmetry not important to this German immigrant, or were accurate measuring instruments not available? Pallcovich
notes the higb rate of illiteracy, but doesn't consider the implication of some mathematical illiteracy that could result in asymme
try. Palkovich makes a mistake in disfranchising this individual of the possibility of idiosyncratic variation, which has cultural '
meaning in its existence along, as much as large scale changes in worldview. Less idiosyncratic variation in urban areas could
well indicated stronger enforcement of the law and less liberty than in rural areas. In my research I have found similar slight
asymmetry in elite structures built in rural Vermont villages in the 19th century. Tbis suggests that while the appearance of
symmetry was valued, actual symmetry was not.
Part IV. The introduction to the archaeology of the nineteenth �ntury plantation slavery correctly points out the need to be
aware of the political uses of language and categories used to analyze slavery. Unfortunately the editors demonstrate no aware
nesS of the politics of their own dominant language, categories, and viewpoint. On p. 3 1 0 the editors fail entirely to point out the
importance of Singleton's empowering view of slaves as active social agents shaping their own lives, and instead suggest "that
allowing African cultural patterns to persist was a strategy employed b:v the white gentry to reconcile the glaring contradiction in
the fact that men who owned other men wrote with conviction 'all men are created equal '" (emphasis added). In this statement
the editors disfranchise slaves, portraying them as passive pawns of dominate white men. Further, this statement ignores norma
tive histories that have established how whites justified slavery by considering slaves subbuman. The editors are apparently
unaware that they are viewing Slavery, as they did native Americans, from the viewpoint of the dominant white culture that
controls "the other."

j

Qrser's etic analysis of the spatial expression of power in the social relations of production demonstrates some of the archaeolOgi
cal insights to be gained from a Marxian historical materialism. Orser analyzes the relationships between degree of OWDeI'$hip of
the means of production by African American tenant farmers, the size of their dwellings, and their greater freedom from supervi
siOn, reflected in increasing distance of tenant dweUings from the manager's residence, and closer location to the fields being
worked. Orser's chapter is the flJ'St to discuss economic relationships as the basis for social power relations.
Singleton uses a feminist theoretical approach to advance beyond the focus on the dominant European ideology in most chapters
in this volume. Wbile not denying the historical dominance of Euro-Americans, Singleton rejects the frequent portrayal of sJaves
as passively dominated, and analyzes how they acted as social agents to shape their own lives and sometimes to influence Euro
American material culture. This suggests that acculturation occurred in both directions, as Euro-Americans assimilated som.e
African lifeways, such as some food dishes prepared by slaves. Singleton is one of the few authors in this volume who demon
stratek that archaeological data can contribute information beyond that available in documents. Archaeological data corrected
innaccracies in historical documents' descriptions of white control over slave life. including statements that slaves were not
allowed either to own guns or to be taught to read and write. Besides outlining slave lifeways, Singleton deals with the complexi
ties of variation in the construction of slave dwellings due to reform ideology. and different types of settlements following
emancipation (not just freedmen who were materially poorer than slaves, as noted in the section introduction, but also a free
settlement with much better economic and material conditions than slavery). Perhaps most importantly. Singleton col1f!.ects
freedom to increased idiosyncratic variation in material culture. This impliCitly critiques and corrects the views of Leone. Potter.
Deetz, Palkovich and others that idiosyncratic variation is meaningless, particularistic, non-data. Finally, Singelton 4iscusses
the
.
significant of the archaeology of slavery foe modem African American communities and muSeums.
Part V. Anderson and Moore's Marxian interpretation of Georgian style as symbolizing egalitarian ideology is the most convinc
ing explanation in bis volume because tbe origin of Georgian. Federal, Roman and Greek revivals is correctly identified as
romanticizing classical egalitarian democratic republics that were emically viewed as models for American democracy. However,
the origin and existence of Georgian in the early 18ih century is not explained. Georgian arose out of the egalitarian philosophy
of the Enlightenment, stimulated by classical discoveries and England's social contract. Typical of most historical arclJaeologists,
Anderson and Moore analyze the Brown family's socio-economic status only in terms of Mr. Brown's occupations and income.
The importance of Mrs. Brown's roles in social rituals necessary for maintaining high social position, such as Victorian dining and
teas, are not considered (cf. Clements, 1993. Wall 1 989). Anderson and Moore also misinterpret Bettie Brown's late 19th century
shift to Catholicism and philanthropy as giving up on maintaining the appearance of great wealth in the face of family economic
Ios..�s. In fact, philanthropy was fashionable for wealthy women. Bettie may have become more religious in dealing with the
deaths of the rest of her f�ily. a need for community, andJor for doing something more meaningful with her life than being a
social butterfly . Further, reform women had transfonned gender ideology, rejecting the capitalist ideal for the idle decorative
woman as sinful, and instead creating an alternative religious ideal that accorded higher status to women ho used their superior

�
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m orality

to work at rectifying the inequalities produced by capitalism, particularly preventing the exploitation of women and

cbildreQ. Anderson and Moore are apparently unaware that the 19th century the authoritarian ideology valu ing individual

ambition achievement, and personal statements of success was gendered as male capitalism, while the egalitarian ideology
,

valuing VOIWltary obedience, cooperation, and suppression of statements of individuality was identified with the superior morality

of women. Anderson and Moore also appear unaware of the gendered ideological significance of the gothic revival, which in the
V.S. expressed the ascendancy in American social ideals of women's rel ig ious-<iomestic values over men's capitalistic values
(Spencer-Wood 1991, 1993).

Paynter's m odel of the soc

� relations of production offers val uab le insight." for production sites and the context of market

availability of goods, although it does not explain consumer c hoices at the consumption 'sites predomi nate ly excavated by
historical arch aeolog ists . Happily, the intmductory description of Pay n l er s chapter as replacing market models with the social
'

relations of pnxluc ti o n was a simplistic portrayal of Paynle r s ana l ys is of pros and cons of idealist models. markel models. and
'

Marxian class models. However, Payntcr makes an error in separat in g market models from capitalism. M arket models assume
capitalism as has most c lassical economic theory, and the entire American culture, as Paynter notes. In fact, since the social
,

relations of production are i ntimate ly related to market forces, Paynter incorporates the concept of econom ic markets into his
model, wh ile translating supply and demand into prod uction and consumptio n . I do not agree with Paynter s claim th at it is
'

controversial to state that the

V.S. society is capitalistic, although in the 20th century laissez-faire capitalism has been controlled
to some exte nt by laws and some social over head (the,addition of programs such as welfare, Medicaid, social secwity). The
insights Paynter offers stem from bis consideration of negotiation of competing interests in industrial production between labor

and Capitalists and among capitalists. Thus Paynter is examining economic relationships underlying social relationships within

the capitalist class and between the classes of capitalists and labor, who are also sometimes a major consumer market for their

products. These economic relationships can productively be combined with market models to bring a new dimension of insight
into conswner analysis that have tended to focus on material expressions of class affiliation and distinctions. It is unfortunate that
Paynter only considers Marxian class analyses and does not seem to realize tbat consumer class analyses bad been conducted in

mark.et frameworks (cC. Spencer-Wood 1 987a). Further, Paynter does not point out that the struggle between capitalists and labor

applies best to 1 9th century large scale industrial production and much less to rural m anufacturing or mercantile capitalism i n
which capitalists are also often a t least part o f their own labor force. This model also only considers domestic sites as conswnption sites, when

thfY were also frequently production sites for both

women and

-

m en either working for others or for themselves.

In this volume that mostl y analyzes only dominant ideol ogy McGuire's rej ec tion of the controlling dominant ideology thesis is

refreshing. His view that ideology is only part of culture and that cultural classifications of real i ty are alwa ys partial and vary

among classes and ethnic groups is more sop histicated and useful than Deetz's belief in universal bilateral c ategories of thought.
Similar to Anderson and Moore, Leone, Little and PaJkovich, McGuire applies a Marxian framework that finds the function of

dominant ideology is to mask social hierarc h y either by naturalizing its material expression, or suppressi ng it wi th egalitarian

ideology. McGuires analysis of temporal changes in monumen ts erected by ethni c groups, while not informed by documentary

data on ideological differences, reveals complex ity in material c u l ture patteming that is overlooked by most authors in this

volume. McGuires expl ication of his theoretical approach is useful in understanding not only h is interpretations, but also the
empbasis by other authors on the control of society by dominant ideology (Leone, Little, Palk.ovitch, Paynter, and Anderson and
Moore). · McGuire anaIyzes some changes

in gender relations visible in gravestone inscriptions, but only relates patriarchal

patterns to male ideology, apparently unaware of female gender ideology valOrizing community, equality and morality, expressed
in white and egalitarian stones:! and stones with revival religious symbolism. Wh i le McGuire notes that originally the rural

cemetery move me nt stipul ated egalitarian memorials he does not re l ate this to emic ideology connecting God, nature, beauty,
women, and morality. k McGuire is unconsci ously androcentric in portraying women as passively "given a new public roles as
"

consumers (presumably) by all-controlling dominant men). McGuire does not discuss how women were active social agents,
'

;deve,oping ideologies of domestic reform tbat created acceptable "domestic" public professions for women, and brought wome n s
'

moral-domestic values to the public sphere, including cemeteries and gravestones (Spencer-Wood 1 987b. 1991, 1993). Most
importantly, McGuire does not address how

gravestone and cemetery styles express the fundamental struggle, negotiation and

cultural mediation between the gendered ideologies of male capitalistic materialistic display and female moral egali tarian ism that
suppressed

'

display.

In su�, this volume includes a mix of chapters that are interesting in many cases for their shortcomings and in some other cases
for their in sig hts about the,past. However. the edi tors present only very partial constructions of the volu me and its chapters. Very

few authors overtly discus � the Marxian theory that sbapes the interpretations in many chapters. The editors would have done

better to overtl y discuss their own Marxian and mal e Eurocentric orientations, rather than h aving their vie wpoint leak. out in an

apparently obj ec tive presentation. This review would have been more positive if the e di tors bad made more accurate

claims for
the cbapters in this volume. This volume. also testifies to the widespread lack of awareness that the cultural construction of gender
is as fundamental to society and culture as class and ethnicity . Gender has been increasingly analyzed since the mid- 1 980s (cf.

Handsman

1984; Spencer-Wood 1 982), and especially in annual gender sessions at the meetings of the Society for Historical
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Archaeology, tbe first of wbich I organized in 1989. Hopefully in the near fu ture it wi ll be as unacceptable to neglect gender as it
already is to ignore class and ethnicity.
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VD. Activities of Various Academic Gatherings: Related to the History of Archaeology

Dr. Bruce G. Trigger delivered a paper to the Society for Antiquaries of Scotland in Edinburgh in November 1992 titled "Daniel

Wilson and the Scottish Enlightenment". the paper is scheduled to be published in a future issue of the Society's Proceedings of

the Society ofAntiquaries of Scotland. Below is an abstract of his paper:

The career of Daniel Wilson ( 1 8 1 6- 1 892), the English-speaking world's IirSl scientific archaeologist, embraced two

continents and drew on his other skills as an arti st antiquarian, anthropologist, and university teacher. While Wilson's approach
,

to archaeology was based on the work of the Scandinavian archaeologists Christian and Jens Worsaae, his understanding of

human behaviour was shaped by the popular culture of early nineteenth-century Edinburgh, especially the thinking of Scottish
primitivists and common sense philosophers and the romanticism of Sir Walter SCOU. Like eigbteenth-century Enlightenment

philosophers, Wilsoo believed in cultw"al evolution but retained a creationist view of buman origins and regarded human evolu

tion, but bis refusal to adopt an evolutionary view of the origin of the human mind led him to reject the racism that was introduced

into studies of cultural evolution by Darwinians such as John LUbbock. By advocating the integration of aboriginal peoples into

wbat he hoped would become a multiracial SOCiety in North America, Wilson continued to champion the concepts of the Enlight

enment at a time when such ideals had become unfashionable.

On 1 6 April 1993 The Society for American Archaeology's Committee on the History of Archaeology held its symposium

"Archaeology in Museums: Dynamic Interactions and Mutual Contraints." The symposium was chaired by Ms. Elin Danien

(University of Pennsylvania) and Ms. Eleanor King (University of Pennsylvania). An abstract of the symposium is below:

The history of archaeology has long been intertwilned with that of museums. As the cabintet of curios display

ing archaeological artifacts gave way to the larger, more formalized institution we know today, archaeology found an operational

home. Museums provided a professional habitat and material resources to archaeologists. who in turn generated fresh collectrons
of ancient items for their sponsors. They also fired public imagination with tales of their exploits, thereby helping to fdl museum

coffers. The symposium will explore this symbiotic relationship and its lasting ilmpact on the development of both the discipline

and the barboring intitution. Individual papoers will examine different facets of their complex association to create a dynamic,

diachronic picture of a stiU-evolvi�g interaction.
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